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Chinese Perspective

 Silk Road   - ‘One belt, One road’ doctrine

 Economic rationale 

 Regional security
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The power which money gives is that of brute force; 

it is the power of the bludgeon and the bayonet. 
(William Cobbett)
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The Silk Route legacy
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The Silk Route legacy
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“One Belt, One Road” 
China’s vision of a Brave New World To build infrastructure 

links from China to 
Europe and the rest of 
Asia, cementing ties 
with central Asian and 
Middle Eastern 
neighbours en route.

China signed $5.5bn 
railway contract with 
Nigeria and Zimbabwe;

Extent of Chinese 
ambition 
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Three Corridors  and Economic Belt Hubs
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21st century Silk Road project 

• Chinese commerce officials concerned about export of serious 
overcapacity in the steel and manufacturing sector 

• In 2013, the Chinese President Xi endorsed the plan by 
announcing “New Silk Road” programme in his Kazakhstan 
visit. 

• It later was formally called “One Belt, One Road” strategy  and 
was incorporated into the official Communist party documents 
in late 2013. 
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Aims – vagueness and scepticism

 Economic benefits

 Bigger say in international relations. A modern-day version of the 19th 
century Great Game

 Regional security

Three main aims can be deciphered
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Economic rationale

• Construction growth is slowing ; to find other countries that 
need expressways, railways and ports 

• Help Chinese construction companies get more contracts 
overseas

A study of overseas loans of $49.4bn shows that 52 per cent of 
the 67 loans were for infrastructure projects while trade finance 
accounted for a further 30 per cent. 
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Regional leadership aspirations

China’s western frontiers and central Asian neighbours have 
vast oil and gas reserves. 

China aspires to take a lead role in Central Asia and Afghanistan 

• Aggressive free trade policies;  Central Asia -China trade hit 
$50bn in 2013. 

• China now wants to build the roads and pipelines for better 
access to the resources it needs to continue its 
development.
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Xinjiang – China’s Balochistan? 

• Three times the size of 
France

• Some of China’s largest 
energy reserves 

• Crucial to the Silk Road 
project

Xinjiang
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Xinjiang – China’s Baluchistan problem?

• Home to a restive Muslim Uighur 
population that is culturally Turkish 

• Far poorer than the ethnic Han 
Chinese

• Separatist movement related 
sentiment

• Han’s population in Xinjiang 
increased from 6 per cent to more 
than 40 per cent

• Uighurs account for about 43 per 
cent of the population — down from 
as much as 90 per cent in 1949.
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China’s diagnosis of Xinjiang Problem

 Poorer job opportunities and 
 Lack of meaningful political 

representation.

o Ethnic separatism 
o Religious extremism &
o Terrorism in the region 
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China’s remedy - Money

• Economic development will lessen the appeal of radical 
Islam in China and Pakistan, Afghanistan and central 
Asia. 

• Instead of using military power China wants to use 
the power of money
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‘If ‘One Belt, One Road’ is like a symphony involving and benefiting every country, then construction 
of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor is the sweet melody of the symphony’s first movement.’ 

Wang Yi, China’s foreign minister 

CPEC

One belt , one road 
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CPEC & One Road, One Belt vision

“On land, the Initiative will focus on jointly building a new Eurasian 
Land Bridge and developing China-Mongolia-Russia, China-Central Asia-
West Asia and China-Indochina Peninsula economic corridors by taking 
advantage of international transport routes, relying on core cities along 
the Belt and Road and using key economic industrial parks as 
cooperation platforms. At sea, the Initiative will focus on jointly 
building smooth, secure and efficient transport routes connecting 
major sea ports along the Belt and Road. The China-Pakistan Economic 
Corridor and the Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar Economic 
Corridor are closely related to the Belt and Road Initiative, and 
therefore require closer cooperation and greater progress.…………..”

Vision and Actions on Jointly Building Silk Road Economic Belt and 21st-Century Maritime Silk Road;

Issued by the National Development and Reform Commission, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and Ministry of Commerce of the 
People's Republic of China, with State Council authorization; March 2015 18



Salient features

• Under the CPEC, the hydel, coal, wind and solar energy projects 
will add a total of 10400 MW to the national grid

• Road and rail links from Gawadar to Khunjerab and with other 
nodes

• Setting up Special Economic Zones with a focus on energy 
generation

“The Chinese response is that you haven’t done it on a large enough scale,” 

Mr. Small said. “They’re saying that it is only by doing it on this kind of big-

bang scale that you’re going to have the transformative economic effect that 

Pakistan needs.”

Andrew Small  (Author of “The China-Pakistan Axis: Asia’s New Geopolitics” 
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Energy, 33.79, 
74%

Road, 5.9, 
13%

Rail, 3.69, 8%

Lahore 
transport, 
1.69, 4%

Gawadar Port, 
0.66, 1%

Fiber optics, 
0.04, 0%

CPEC Spending Analysis
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Gawadar: the gateway from Gulf 

• Gwadar is at the mouth of the 
Persian Gulf. Not far away is the 
Strait of Hormuz, the 
bottleneck through which 
passes large amounts of the 
world's oil.

• Much of that oil sails to China, 
and takes weeks to get there. 
An overland route via Pakistan 
would — in theory at least —
be cheaper and quicker, and 
offers China the advantage of 
bypassing rivals and fractious 
neighbors in the Indian Ocean 
and South China Sea.
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• Gwadar of 2050:  areas set aside for luxury beachside hotels, a big 
revolving restaurant, a marina and a sweeping suburbs.

• A master plan represents a cyber-connected Smart City of 1.7 million. (At 
present, about 100,000 people)

• China has taken a 40-year lease on the port of Gwadar, through a state-
run company.

• The Chinese have also agreed to build and pay for an international 
airport that's slated to be the biggest — in acreage — in Pakistan.

• Modelled on Shenzhen a large Special Economic Zone in Gwadar is being 
set up

• Construction of new roads now link Gwadar port with Chaman, Dera
Ismail Khan and the Indus Highway.

Gawadar - in CPEC
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KP Perspective

•Secrecy at early stages of 
planning

•Stepmother treatment Energy, 33.79, 
74%

Road, 5.9, 
13%

Rail, 3.69, 8%

Lahore 
transport, 
1.69, 4%

Gawadar Port, 
0.66, 1% Fiber optics, 

0.04, 0%

CPEC Spending Analysis
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Eight industrial parks  at: 

Batagram; Mansehra; Haripur, Karnal
Khan internchage on Motorway; 
Malakand-Chakdara Interchange; Swat; 
Bannu; and D.I.Khan

[Commercial feasibility to be provided 
by the provincial government]

Provincial government to provide lands 
and Fedetral govt to provide basic 
amenities like energy needs, telecom 
and railway links

Promises
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Other agreed components:

1. Circular railway line including Peshwar-
Nowshehra-Mardan-Charsadda-Peshawar

2. Connecting D.I.Khan to Peshawar via 
railway track and motorway

3. Motorway from Karak to Taxila via Kohat -
Jhand



KP government’s demands

•A representative of KP Govt in CPEC

•Representatives in all working groups and 
committees like Energy, transport, industry etc

•Ground breaking of Western Corridor in July, 
2016

•A clear timeline of Western route 
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